
 

PS3 Jailbreak Games Compatibility List Fix

i recently bought fat ps3 model cechg which has no memory card slots and only two usb ports. it
also had a 40gb hitachi hdd with i replaced with 750gb samsung i had on hand, and it works fine. ps2
backwards compatibility was achieved by changing firmware to rebug 4.84.2, and my console in its

current state was able to play every ps1 and ps2 games i threw at it. theres still an overheating
problem which i intend to resolve with thorough cleaning and thermal paste replacement. i tried to
find any new games, so that i can post it in the compatibilitylist. i already installed the ps3 jailbreak

app, and i can find the ps3 jailbreak games. but i don't know how to use the app, and i don't know if i
can post it in the compatibilitylist. i want to thank any and everyone who has tried to help me with
this issue, as well as to anyone who has tried it and found a way to get it to work. i have had this

thumb drive for over a month now, and i have been told by my friend who tested it before i bought it
that it worked. but as soon as i plugged it into my system, it started to act up. i removed it and

plugged it into another system, and it worked fine, so i decided to buy it. i took it to a friend and we
tested it, and she said it worked, so i decided to buy it. then, a couple days after i bought it, i went to
plug it in, and it didn't work. i turned it off and tried to plug it in again, and it worked. i turned it off
and tried again, and it didn't work. i tried it again, and it worked. i figured maybe i didn't plug it in
right, so i plugged it in again, and it didn't work. i turned it off and tried it again, and it worked. the
one thing i can't figure out is this: when i plug it in, it works fine. it's only after i turn it off and then

try to plug it back in that it doesn't work. i had this one for about a month before this happened, and
it worked fine for a month, but then it started not working. i tried it, and it worked. i tried it, and it

didn't work. it's really starting to bug me. i need it back so that i can play some games, so if anyone
could help me, i would be so grateful. please help me with this.
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